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quilling snowflake ornaments

 more projects available at Joann.com®

SupplieS & ToolS:
• Quilling paper strips, one tube each: neutrals & white.

• Quilling tool

• Tacky glue

• Scissors

• 1/8"- wide ribbon or cording

Directions:
LooSe  CirCLe: Wrap paper strip around quilling tool. Gently pull off tool, lay on a flat surface and let expand.  

When satisfied with the shape and size, glue the end of the strip to secure.

C-SCro  LL: roll both ends of strip toward center. Let circles expand to desired size. Glue in place to secure.

Teardrop: Create a loose circle & pinch one end to create point.

SQuare:  Create a loose circle. pinch 2 points opposite each other. pinch 2 points in the smooth sides to form a 
shape with 4 points equal distance from each other.

V-SCroLL: Crease paper at center; roll ends outward.

diamond: Create a loose circle and pinch each end to create points.



ornamenT #1

1. Create one Loose Circle. Set aside.

2.  Create eight C-scrolls 1" long. Glue 2  
C-scrolls together, matching flat sides.  
Glue remaining C-scrolls together.

3.  Create 4 more C-scrolls. Set aside.

4.  Cut 2 paper strips in half &  
make 4 Teardrops.

5.  Lay Loose Circle on surface. evenly place 
the adhered C-scrolls around  
Loose Circle. Glue in place.

6.  place & glue the single C-scroll across the  
lower circles of the adhered C-scrolls.  
repeat for all single C-scrolls.

7.  Glue the Teardrop to the center of the adhered C-scrolls at ends.

ornamenT #2

1.  Create & set aside: 1 Square, 4 C-scrolls,  
8 Teardrops, 4 V-scrolls.

2.  Lay Square on surface. place flat side of  
C-scroll next to side of square. Glue in place.  
repeat for 3 other C-scrolls.

3.  place & glue Teardrop to C-scrolls.  
Space evenly. alternate direction of  
teardrop point if desired.

4.  Fit V-scroll over pointed end of Teardrop.  
Glue in place. repeat for all V-scrolls.

Skill Level 1: No experience necessary Approximate Crafting Time: 1 hour for each

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  
©2010 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ornamenT #3

1.  Create & set aside: 1 Loose Circle, 4 Teardrops,  
4 loose C-scrolls.

2.  Cut 4 paper strips in half. make & set aside  
4 smaller Loose Circles & 4 diamonds.

3.  Lay larger Loose Circle on surface. place  
smaller Loose Circles evenly apart around  
circle. Glue small circles to large circle.

4.  place & glue loose C-scrolls to small  
circles with flatter side next to circles. 

5.  place Teardrop in the center of the loose  
C-scroll with point going outward, away from center.  
Glue base of Teardrop to C-scroll. Glue circles of  
C-scroll to the sides of Teardrop.

6.  place and glue the diamonds in each corner,  
sandwiched between the top outer edges of C-scrolls.

FiniShing all ornamenTS 

String ribbon through one point of Teardrop. Tie ends to secure.


